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Malila orthography statement 

Helen Eaton 

1. Consonants 

1.1 Grapheme choices 

The table below gives the consonant grapheme choices for Malila (shown in angle brackets) together 

with the sounds which they represent: 

Table 1 Consonant grapheme choices 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Postalveolar/ 

Palatal 

Velar/ 

Labio-velar 

Glottal 

Voiceless plosives 

(aspirated) 

pʰ 

<p> 

 tʰ 

<t> 

 kʰ 

<k> 

 

Voiced plosives1 b 

<b> 

 d 

<d> 

 ɡ 

<g> 

 

Prenasalised voiceless 

plosives 

ᵐpʰ 

<mp> 

 ⁿtʰ 

<nt> 

 ᵑkʰ 

<nk> 

 

Prenasalised voiced 

plosives 

ᵐb 

<mb> 

 ⁿd 

<nd> 

 ᵑɡ 

<ng> 

 

Voiceless affricates 

(aspirated) 

   tʃʰ 

<ch> 

  

Voiced affricates    dʒ 

<j> 

  

Prenasalised voiced 

affricates 

   ᶮdʒ 

<nj> 

  

Voiceless fricatives  f 

<f> 

s 

<s> 

ʃ 

<sh> 

x 

<kh> 

h 

<h> 

Voiced fricatives β 

<bh> 

v 

<v> 

z 

<z> 

 ɣ 

<gh> 

 

                                                 
1 The phonetic properties of these sounds have not been thoroughly investigated, but it should be noted that /b/ and /d/ 

in particular have the auditory quality of implosives. 
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Prenasalised voiceless 

fricatives 

 ᶬf 

<mf> 

ⁿs 

<ns> 

ᶮʃ 

<nsh> 

 ⁿh 

<nh> 

Prenasalised voiced 

fricatives 

 ᶬv 

<mv> 

ⁿz 

<nz> 

   

Nasals m 

<m> 

 n 

<n> 

ɲ 

<ny> 

ŋ 

<ng’> 

 

Approximants    l 

<l> 

j 

<y>2 

w 

<w>3 

 

 

In all cases where the Malila phoneme is found in Swahili, the grapheme used in Swahili is also used 

in Malila. This includes the graphemes <kh> for /x/ and <gh> for /ɣ/, which are infrequently used 

in Swahili. The graphemes for the seven voiceless prenasalised consonants (/ᵐpʰ/, /ⁿtʰ/, ᵑkʰ/, /ᶬf/, 

/ⁿs/, /ᶮʃ/, /ⁿh/) were chosen by analogy with the equivalent voiced prenasalised consonants in Swahili.  

In the case of /ᶬf/ and also /ᶬv/ there was some initial discussion regarding whether <mf> and 

<mv> or <nf> and <nv> should be chosen. In terms of place of articulation, the former choice is 

more natural, but some speakers felt that these graphemes (in particular <mf>) suggested the 

inaccurate pronunciation of a syllabic nasal followed by a consonant, as in /m̩fu/ <mfu> ‘dead 

person’ in Swahili. Therefore some felt that <nf> and <nv> were better choices for the prenasalised 

consonants in Malila as they were not misleading in this way. However, after some time it was decided 

that <mf> and <mv> were a better fit in the context of the other graphemes for prenasalised 

consonants. In time it became clear that writers were able to use these graphemes well and readers 

were able to pronounce them accurately. 

In the case of /β/, the parallel of <sh>, <kh> and <gh> in both Malila and Swahili suggested 

<bh>, with the <b> symbol representing the bilabial place of articulation and the <h> 

representing the fricative manner of articulation. 

1.2  Syllabic nasals 

Syllabic nasals may be created in Malila by the elision of a high back vowel following /m/ in a 

grammatical morpheme. The vowel is more commonly retained and is present in slow and careful 

speech. Therefore the decision was made to write the vowel in these contexts: 

                                                 
2 This grapheme is also used to show the palatalisation of consonants. 
3 This grapheme is also used to show the labialisation of consonants. 
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(1)4  

a. umupuuti  [umupʰûːtʰi]~ [um̩pʰûːtʰi] priest (cl. 1) 

b. umutinho  [úmutʰiːⁿho] ~ [úm̩tʰiːⁿho] paddle (cl. 3) 

c.  mupaapa  [mupʰâːpʰa]~ [m̩pʰâːpʰa]  wide (cl. 1) 

d. mpaapa  [ᵐpʰaːpʰa]    wide (cl. 9) 

e. akhamupaapa [axamupʰâːpʰa]~ [axam̩pʰâːpʰa] and she gave birth to him (3sg. obj.) 

    /a-xa-mʊ-pʰaːpʰ-a/ 

    3SG-NAR-3SG-give_birth-FV 

f. akhampaapa  [axaᵐpʰâːpʰa]    and she gave birth to me (1sg. obj.) 

    /a-xa-N-pʰaːpʰ-a/ 

    3SG-NAR-1SG-give_birth-FV   

As a comparison with examples (d) and (f) shows, not writing the vowel in these contexts would create 

ambiguity, unless a distinct way of marking syllabic nasals was added to the orthography. It was felt 

that marking syllabic nasals in this way would add unnecessary complexity to the orthography. Writing 

the vowel reflects the more common pronunciation and does not create ambiguity. Those who wish to 

elide the vowel when they read are free to do so. 

2. Vowels 

2.1 Grapheme choices 

The table below gives the vowel grapheme choices for Malila together with the sounds which they 

represent: 

Table 3 Vowel grapheme choices 

 Front Central Back 

+ATR /i/ /iː/ 

<i>  <ii>

 /u/ /uː/ 

<u> <uu>

-ATR /ɪ/ /ɪː/ 

<ɨ> <ɨɨ>

 /ʊ/ /ʊː/ 

<ʉ> <ʉʉ>

                                                 
4 The following abbreviations are used in the grammatical morpheme glosses: ANT anterior, APPL applicative, CAUS 

causative, CL class, FUT2 far future, FV final vowel, IPFV imperfective, ITV itive, NAR narrative, NEG negative, OBJ object, PST1 

near past, PST2 mid past, PST3 far past, PASS passive, PL plural, POSS possessive, PRES present, PROG progressive, RCP 

reciprocal, SG singular. The tone transcription should be considered tentative as a detailed tone analysis has not been 

carried out. Only high, falling and rising tones are marked. Low tones are unmarked. 
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mid /ɛ/, [e] /ɛː/, [e]ː 

<e> <ee> 

 /ɔ/, [o] /ɔː/, [oː] 

<o> <oo>

low  /a/  /aː/ 

<a> <aa>



 

Kutsch Lojenga (2005:3) describes Malila as having seven underlying vowels, /i, ɪ, ɛ, a, ɔ, ʊ, u/ and 

nine surface realisations, [i, ɪ, e, ɛ, a, ɔ, o, ʊ, u]. She states, “The two mid vowels [e] and [o] do not 

occur independently as contrastive vowels, but are allophones of /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ respectively; they occur 

as their surface realisations in the environment of the high vowels /i/ and /u/.”  

Barred vowel symbols were chosen for the degree-2 vowels as they show the similarity between 

these vowels and the degree-1 vowels, but are also visually more distinct than the use of diacritics 

(e.g. <ī> and <ū>) would be. The doubling of the grapheme to represent vowel length is standard 

practice in most Bantu languages. 

2.2 Vowel length 

The basic principle for the writing of vowel length in Malila is that vowels which sound long are 

written long unless they occur in contexts which do not allow a phonemic vowel length contrast. The 

following sections discuss how this principle applies in different types of contexts. 

2.2.1 Vowel length which is restricted to certain word positions 

With some exceptions (to be discussed below), phonemically long and phonetically lengthened vowels 

in Malila must contain the antepenultimate mora. If this mora is the first mora in the long or 

lengthened vowel, this vowel necessarily occurs in the penultimate syllable, as in (a) below. If the 

antepenultimate mora is the second mora in the vowel, the vowel necessarily occurs in the 

antepenultimate syllable, as in (b) below: 

(2)  

a. kʉlaabha  [kʰʊlâːβa]  to ask, pray 

b. kugoosipa  [kʰuɡǒːsipʰa]  to be old 

When a phonological word which contains a long vowel in the penultimate syllable is lengthened 

by means of suffixation or the addition of possessive determiner, the long vowel no longer contains 

the antepenultimate mora and is thus shortened. It was decided that word-level examples of the 

shortening process should be written with one vowel symbol, but phrase-level ones would be written 

with two. Thus the vowel is written as a short vowel if the word is lengthened by suffixation (b), but 
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as a long vowel if the shortening of the vowel is caused by the addition of a possessive determiner to 

the phonological phrase (d): 

(3)  

a. alaabhe  [aláːβe]  /a-laːβ-e/   he should ask 

       3SG-ask-FV 

b. atʉlabhɨlaje  [átʰʊlaβɪladʒe] /a-tʰʊ-laːβ-ɪl-aɡ-e/  he should ask for us 

       3SG-2PL-ask-APPL-IPFV-FV 

c. umupaafi  [umupʰâːfi]  parent 

d. umupaafi waakwe [umupʰáfiwâːkʰʷe] his parent 

[aláːβe] ‘he should ask’ and [átʰʊlaβɪladʒe] ‘he should ask for us’ are different grammatical words and 

are written according to how they pronounced, whereas [umupʰâː�] and [umupʰáfi] both mean 

‘parent’ and are the same grammatical word, whose pronunciation is determined by the context in 

which it occurs. 

The principle followed here means that words which are derived from minimal pairs contrasted by 

the difference between a short vowel and a shortened long vowel are not distinguished 

orthographically when they are sufficiently lengthened by suffixation, as in (b) and (d) below, where 

the applicative morpheme [-el] and imperfective morpheme /-aɡ/ have been suffixed to the root: 

(4)  

a. kʉbhola [kʰʊ̌ː βola]  to rot 

b. kʉbholelaga [kʰʊβolélaga] to be rotting for 

c. kʉbhoola [kʰʊβôːla]  to cut 

d. kʉbholelaga [kʰʊβolélaga] to be cutting for 

The vowel shortening seen here in root vowels also applies to long prefix vowels. These vowels 

have been analysed as underlyingly long because this is how they are pronounced when they contain 

the antepenultimate mora of the word. These morphemes are the negative /tʰaː-/ and itive /xaː-/: 

(5)  

a. akhaalole [axáːlole] /a-xaː-lol-e/  he should go and see 

     3SG-ITV-see-FV  

b. akhateleshe [axátʰeleʃe] /a-xaː-tʰelex-e/ he should go and cook 

     3SG-ITV-cook-FV  

c. ataalole [atʰáːlole] /a-tʰaː-lol-e/  he should not see 

     3SG-NEG-see-FV  
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d. atateleshe [atʰátʰeleʃe] /a-tʰaː-tʰelex-e/ he should not cook 

     3SG-NEG-cook-FV  

The vowels in these prefixes are written as long vowels in (a) and (c) and as short vowels in (b) and 

(d) in order to reflect pronunciation. The context-dependent length of the vowels in these prefixes can 

be contrasted with that of the narrative morpheme /xa-/ which is analysed as a short vowel at the 

underlying level: 

(6)  

a. akhalola [axálola] /a-xa-lol-a/  and he saw 

     3SG-NAR-see-FV  

b. akhaalole [axáːlole] /a-xaː-lol-e/  he should go and see 

     3SG-ITV-see-FV  

Long vowels which are created by the juxtaposition of vowels from different morphemes also follow 

the principle of being shortened if they do not include the antepenultimate mora of the word: 

(7)  

a. bhakhɨɨkhala  [βaxɪ ̌ː xala] /βa-xa-ɪxal-a/  and they stayed 

      3PL-NAR-stay-FV  

b. bhakhɨkhalaga [βaxɪxálaɡa]/βa-xa-ɪxal-aɡ-a/  they were staying 

      3PL-ITV-stay-IPFV-FV  

c. aafikha  [aːfíxa] /a-a-fix-a/   he arrived 

      3SG-PST1-arrive-FV  

d. atelekha  [atʰeléxa] /a-a-tʰelex-a/  he cooked 

      3SG-PST1-cook-FV  

 

In (a) a long vowel is created at the juxaposition of the vowel of the narrative morpheme with the 

initial vowel of the root. As this vowel includes the antepenultimate mora it is realised as a long vowel 

and written as such. In contrast, in (b) the vowel created in the same context is short as the addition 

of the imperfective morpheme means that the vowel does not include the antepenultimate mora. 

Similarly in (c), the juxtaposition of two grammatical morphemes creates a long vowel, whereas in (d) 

the same two morphemes combine to form a short vowel. The position of the vowel relative to the 

antepenultimate mora of the phonological word determines whether the vowel is long or short. 

Different vowel length phenomena which relate to word position can be seen in imperatives:  

(8)  
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a. yiipa     [jiːpʰá]    extractǃ (sg.) 

b. yiikhali ~ yikhaali   [jǐːxali] ~ [yixâːli]   stayǃ (pl.) 

c. golola ~ goloola   [ɡólola] ~ [ɡolôːla]   straighten! (sg.) 

d. daamushi ~ damuushi  [dǎːmuʃi]~ [damûːʃi]  get up! (pl.) 

In imperatives with a -VCV stem, as in (a), the vowel in the penultimate syllable must be 

lengthened. As this is a word-level process and obligatory, it is represented by a long vowel in the 

orthography. In the case of -VCVCV stems, as in (b), either the vowel in the antepenultimate syllable 

or the vowel in the penultimate syllable must be lengthened. The former is more common and therefore 

this spelling has been followed in the translation work. 

In stems which have three or more syllables (excluding -VCVCV stems), as in (c)-(d), two 

pronunciations are possible. In one (shown first in each example), the underlying vowel length pattern 

of the stem is retained. In the other pronunciation, the vowel in the penultimate syllable is lengthened. 

The decision was made to write these examples according to the underlying vowel length. 

Finally, although both long and lengthened vowels are usually restricted to word positions which 

include the antepenultimate mora, there are some exceptions to this rule. Word-final vowels may be 

long in ideophones, such as <fii> ‘black’ and <swee> ‘white’5, interjections, such as <ahaa> ‘aha’ 

and loanwords such as <ɨsaa> ‘hour’ (from Swahili). The vowels in these words are perceived as 

clearly long and therefore this is reflected in their spelling. In contrast, the vowel in some monosyllabic 

words in Malila is perceived as longer than a short vowel, but not long enough to warrant a double 

vowel symbol in the orthography. Examples of these words are the set of relative pronouns, such as 

<she> (cl. 7) and <pe> (cl. 16), and the negative particle <te>. 

2.2.2 Vowel length which occurs in any word position 

In contrast with the behaviour seen in the previous section, the near past perfective6 verb form in 

Malila creates a long vowel which is not restricted to a word position which contains the 

antepenultimate mora: 

(9)  

                                                 
5 Note that the long vowel in <swee> ‘white’ is written with a double vowel symbol as although it follows a labialised 

consonant, it does not include the antepenultimate mora of the word and is therefore not in a predictable compensatory 

lengthening environment (see section 2.2.3). 
6 The underlying form of the tense morpheme is given as /amaː-/ because this form is evident in a less common 

alternative pronunciation. In examples with this pronunciation, the first vowel of the prefix combines with the vowel of 

the subject concord to form a short vowel and the second vowel of the prefix retains its length regardless of its position 

in the word, as in <bhamaafishile> [βamǎːfiʃíle] ‘they arrived’, cf. (9a). 
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a. bhaafishile [βǎːfiʃíle]  /βa-amaː-fix-ile/  they arrived 

      3PL-PST2-arrive-ANT  

b. aaseshile [ǎːseʃíle]  /a-amaː-sex-ile/  he laughed 

      3SG-PST2-laugh-ANT 

c. naageezile [nǎːɡeːzíle]  /ɪN-amaː-geːz-ile/  I washed 

      1SG-PST2-wash-ANT  

d. bhaabhalile [βǎːβalíle]  /βa-amaː-βal-ile/  they went 

      3PL-PST2-go-ANT  

e. bhabhalile [βaβálile]  /βa-βal-ile/   they have gone 

      3PL-go-ANT  

f. intaamanyile [iⁿtʰǎːmaɲíle] /ɪN-tʰaː-amaː-maɲ-ile/ I did not know 

      1SG-NEG-PST2-know-ANT  

g. intamanyile [iⁿtʰamaɲíle] /ɪN-tʰaː-maɲ-ile/  I have not known 

      1SG-NEG-know-ANT  

This vowel is always written as a long vowel.7 Note though that it can be perceived as slightly shorter 

in longer word forms, especially those containing other long vowels, as in (c). Note that the near past 

perfective forms a minimal pair for vowel length with the present anterior when the vowel of the 

subject prefix is /a/, as can be seen by comparing (d) and (e), or the forms are negative, as in (f) and 

(g). 

2.2.3 Vowel length in compensatory lengthening environments 

Vowel length is not written before the thirteen prenasalised consonants <mp>, <nt>, <nk>, 

<mb>, <nd>, <ng>, <nj>, <mf>, <ns>, <nsh>, <nh>, <mv> and <nz>, nor after 

labialised or palatalised consonants, when the vowel includes the antepenultimate mora of the word, 

as these are environments which cause compensatory lengthening: 

(10)  

a. aminzi  [ámiːⁿzi]  water 

b. ɨmbwa  [ɪ ̂ː ᵐbʷa]  dog 

c. kʉmwela  [kʰʊmʷêːla]  to drink 

d. ʉlwɨtɨkho  [ʊlʷɪ ̌ː tʰixo]  faith 

e. kʉpyota  [kʰʊpʰʲôːtʰa]  to break   

                                                 
7 This statement is true even for compensatory lengthening environments, as will be seen in 2.2.3 below. 
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f. amasyabhala  [ámasʲaːβala]  peanuts 

Although vowels in these contexts are lengthened, they are not perceived as of the same length as 

phonemically long vowels and thus the rule of writing them short has some phonetic justification. In 

particular, vowels which follow labialised or palatalised consonants may be only slightly lengthened, 

especially if they do not carry a high tone.8  

Note that compensatory lengthening of the type shown above occurs after labialised and palatalised 

consonants, but not after the glides /w/ and /j/. Vowels may be short or long after glides, as shown 

below: 

(11)  

a. waakwe  [wâːkʰʷe]  /ʊ-akʰʷe/  his (cl. 1) 

       1-3SGPOSS 

b. wabha   [wáβa]  /ʊ-a-β-a/  you have been 

       2SG-PST2-be-FV 

c. tʉkhayɨɨkhala [tʰʊxajɪːxala]  /tʰʊ-xajɪ-ɪxal-a/ we will stay 

       1PL-FUT2-stay-FV 

d. tʉkhayɨkala  [tʰʊxájɪkʰala]  /tʰʊ-xajɪ-kʰal-a/ we will buy 

       1PL-FUT2-buy-FV 

As noted in section 2.2.2.1, the long vowel of the tense marker in the near past perfective is not 

shortened when it occurs earlier in the word than the antepenultimate mora. This is also true of vowels 

following a labialised consonant or preceding a prensalised consonant: 

(12)  

a. twaateleshile  [tʰʷǎːtʰeleʃíle] /tʰʊ-amaː-telex-ile/  we cooked 

       1PL-PST2-cook-ANT  

b. aandaabhile  [ǎːⁿdaːβíle]  /a-amaː-N-laːβ-ile/  he asked me 

       3SG-PST2-1SG-ask-ANT  

It was decided to write the long vowel in these contexts because the vowel sounds longer than a single 

vowel in a compensatory lengthening environment would sound in the same word position. It is also 

thereby possible to maintain an orthographic distinction of vowel length with the equivalent far past 

perfective and present anterior forms: 

                                                 
8 A further correspondence between vowel length perception and tone pattern which has been noted is that phonemically 

long or phonetically lengthened vowels which have the underlying tone pattern LH can be perceived as longer than long 

or lengthened vowels which have other tone patterns. 
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(13)  

a. twáteleshile  [tʰʷátʰeleʃile] /tʰʊ-á-telex-ile/  we cooked 

       1PL-PST3-cook-ANT  

b. ándaabhile  [áⁿdaːβile]  /a-á-N-laːβ-ile/  he asked me 

       3SG-PST3-1SG-ask-ANT  

c. andaabhile  [aⁿdaːβíle]  /a-N-laːβ-ile/  he has asked me 

       3SG-1SG-ask-ANT  

In (a) and (b) the tone mark (see section 3) further distinguishes the orthographic form from the 

equivalent near past forms, (12a) and (12b) respectively. However, vowel length alone distinguishes 

between (13c) and (12b). 

A further exception to the rule of not writing a long vowel before a prenasalised consonant can be 

found in the member of a tonal minimal pair which has two high tones: 

(14)  

a. ɨmaandɨ [ɪḿǎːⁿdɪ]  long ago 

b. ɨmandɨ [ɪmâːⁿdɪ]  Monday 

c. ɨnsaangʉ [ɪ ́n sǎːᵑɡʊ]  collection 

d. ɨnsangʉ [ɪ ́n saːᵑɡʊ]  shaker 

e. ishinji  [íʃǐːⁿdʒi]  other (cl. 7) 

f. ishinji  [íʃiːⁿdʒi]  many (cl. 7) 

The vowel length in (a) and (c) is perceived as longer than that in (b) and (d) respectively (presumably 

because of the difference in tone pattern) and therefore writing a long vowel in (a) and (c) has the 

double benefit of reflecting intuition and disambiguating what would otherwise be homographs. No 

other tonal minimal pairs of this kind have been found in nouns. One similar example is found in 

modifiers, as shown in (e-f), but the decision made here was not to break the usual rule of writing a 

short vowel before a prenasalised consonant as only class 7 creates a minimal pair of this kind. Having 

a special rule for one class would have been hard to apply, but writing the vowel length difference in 

all classes for the sake of consistency would have greatly increased the number of exceptions to the 

general rule. 
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2.2.4 Predictable word-initial vowel length 

The word-initial vowel in nouns, pronouns, demonstratives and vowel-initial subjunctives which 

would otherwise contain three morae or fewer is lengthened (a-e). The prefix vowel in verb infinitives 

which would otherwise contain three morae or fewer is likewise lengthened (f): 

(15)  

a. amatɨ  [ǎːmatʰɪ]   saliva 

b. ɨbho  [ɪ ̂ː βo]    war 

c.  ɨwe  [ɪ ̌ːwe]    you (sg.) 

d. ishi  [îʃi]    this (cl. 7) 

e. amanye [ǎːmaɲe] /a-maɲ-e/ he should know 

     3SG-know-FV  

f. kulita  [kʰǔːlitʰa]   to be tired 

The decision was made not to write this lengthened vowel with a long vowel symbol because the 

lengthening process is predictable. 

The initial vowels of verbs with roots of the type VC and VCVC are lengthened in the imperative 

form and a palatal glide surfaces word-initially: 

(16)  

a. yeepa  [jeːpʰá] go away! 

b. yɨɨkhala [jɪ ̌ː xala] stay! 

 

It was decided to write the long vowels here as although the length is predictable in this grammatical 

context, segmentally similar words do not exhibit the same lengthening process: 

(17)  

a. yɨbhe  [jɪβ́e]  /jɪ-β-e/ it should be 

     9-be-FV 

b. yɨkʉtɨ  [jɪkʰʊt́ʰɪ] /jɪ-kʰʊ-tʰɪ/ it says 

     9-PROG-say 

c. yabha  [jáβa]  /jɪ-a-β-a/ it has been 

     9-PST2-be-FV 
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2.2.5 Lengthening of short prefix vowels before an object which occurs before a -C- root 

When a verb derived from a consonant-initial monosyllabic root contains an object marker, the vowel 

in the syllable immediately before the object marker is lengthened if it contains the antepenultimate 

mora of the word. This environment is created in all verb forms that do not include extensions, the 

anterior suffix /-ile/ or the imperfective suffix /-aɡ/: 

(18)  

a. tʉkʉʉbhapa  [tʰʊkʰʊ̂ː βapʰá] /tʰʊ-kʰʊ-βa-pʰ-a/ we are giving them 

       1PL-PROG-3PL-give-FV 

b. tʉʉbhape  [tʰʊ̂ːβapʰe]  /tʰʊ-βa-pʰ-e/  we should give them 

       1PL-3PL-give-FV 

c. akhaamupa  [axǎːmupʰa]  /a-xa-mʊ-pʰ-a/ and he gave him 

       3SG-NAR-3SG-give-FV 

d. kʉʉbhapa  [kʰʊ̌ː βapʰá]  /kʰʊ-βa-pʰ-a/  to give them 

       15-3PL-give-FV 

These vowels cannot simply be analysed as being lengthened because of the minimal mora count as 

some of the words already have enough morae before the lengthening process. They are also not 

necessarily in the usual word-initial syllable position for this lengthening process. The vowels are 

clearly underlyingly short, based on what we see in other words. Therefore the decision was made to 

write the lengthened vowels as long vowels since the lengthening process takes place at the word level 

and does not occur in segmentally similar contexts: 

(19)  

a. tʉkʉbhala  [tʰʊkʰʊ́βala]  /tʰʊ-kʰʊ-βal-a/ we are going 

       1PL-PROG-go-FV 

b. tʉbhale  [tʰʊ́βale]  /tʰʊ-βal-e/  we should go 

       1PL-go-FV 

c. akhamila  [axámila]  /a-xa-mil-a/  and he swallowed 

       3SG-NAR-swallow-FV 

 

The vowel length shown in (18a-d) is not written if the object is first person singular and creates a 

prenasalised consonant with the root consonant or the subject creates a subject plus glide sequence as 

this creates a compensatory lengthening environment which would automatically lengthen the vowel: 

(20)  
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a. akhampa  [axǎːᵐpʰa]  /a-xa-nɪ-pʰ-a/ and he gave me 

       3SG-NAR-1SG-give-FV 

b. ampe   [âːᵐpʰe]  /a-nɪ-pʰ-e/  he should give me 

       3SG-1SG-give-FV 

c. kwakupa  [kʰʷǎːkʰʊpʰa]  /kʰʊ-a-kʰʊ-pʰ-a/ it (cl. 15) has given you 

       15-PST2-2SG-give-FV 

d. lyabhapa  [lʲǎːβapʰa]  /lɪ-a-βa-pʰ-a/  it (cl. 5) has given them 

       5-PST2-3PL-give-FV 

2.2.6 Imbrication and vowel length phenomena in verb extensions 

The addition of the anterior suffix /-ile/ to some verbs containing extensions results in a long vowel 

in the penultimate syllable which is created by imbrication: 

(21)  

a. abhasimishiziizye [aβasimiʃiːzʲé] /a-βa-simiʃɪzʲ-ile/  he has certified them 

       3SG-3PL-certify.CAUS-ANT  

b. asebhiilwe  [aseβiːlʷé]  /a-seβ-u-ile/   he was chosen 

       3SG-choose-PASS-ANT 

c. akholiine  [axolǐːne]  /a-xol-an-ile/  he resembles 

       3SG-resemble-RECIP-ANT 

c. asogooye  [asoɡǒːje]  /a-soɡol-ile/9  he left 

       3SG-leave-ANT 

These forms can be contrasted with similar verb forms in which the vowel in the penultimate syllable 

is short because the suffix /-ile/ is not present and there is no imbrication: 

(22)  

a. bhasimishizye [βasimiʃízʲe]  /βa- simiʃɪzʲ-e/  they should certify 

       3PL-certify.CAUS-FV  

b. zidindilwe  [zidiːⁿdílʷe]  /zi-diːⁿd-il-u-e/ they should be prevented from 

       10-prevent-APPL-PASS-FV  

                                                 
9 If analysed synchronically, the verb does not contain an extension, but it is assumed that the imbrication indicates that 

historically the root [-soɡ-] was suffixed by the reversive [-ol]. 
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Imbrication also occurs in -CV- verb roots, as in (a-b) and in the -C- root /-p-/ ‘give’, as in (c): 

(23)  

a. inguuye [iᵑɡǔːje]  /ɪN-gu-ile/   I have fallen 

      1SG-fall-ANT  

b. bháliiye [βáliːje]  /βa-á-li-ile/   they ate 

      3PL-PST3-eat-ANT 

c. apewiilwe [apʰewiːlʷé]  /a-pʰ-u-ile/   he has been given 

      3SG-give-PASS-ANT 

 

3. Tone 

Malila is a tone language. Two underlying tone heights are recognised: high (H) and low (L). Contour 

tones are analysed as sequences of H and L. Short vowels are analysed as having one mora and 

phonemically long vowels and compensatorily lengthened vowels are analysed as having two morae.  

In nouns, four tone patterns can be recognised (following Kutsch Lojenga 2007): high tone on the 

antepenultimate mora, high tone on the word-initial mora, high tone on the penultimate mora, and a 

pattern which contains two high tones, one in a pre-stem position and one on the penultimate mora. 

Several minimal pairs for tone have been found in nouns: 

(24)  

a. ɨmpanga  [ɪᵐpʰâːᵑɡa]  small house (for man) 

b. ɨmpanga  [ɪ ́m pʰaːᵑɡa]  baldness 

c. ʉwooga  [ʊwôːɡa]  mushroom 

d. ʉwooga  [ʊ́woːɡa]  fear 

It was felt that the number of minimal pairs of this kind was low enough that writing tone on nouns 

in the orthography is not necessary. (See (14) in section 2.2.3 for two exceptional examples of tonal 

minimal pairs which are distinguished by writing a vowel length difference.) 

Verb infinitives all show the same tone pattern, namely, a high tone on the antepenultimate mora. 

Tone in verbs is grammatical rather than lexical, being determined by such features as tense, aspect, 

mood and person/number. Three types of minimal pairs are found in verb forms. Firstly, the negative 

present anterior and negative far past perfective form a tonal minimal pair: 
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(25)  

a. tutateleshile  [tʰutʰateleʃíle] /tʰʊ-tʰaː-tʰelex-ile/  we have not cooked 

       1PL-NEG-cook-ANT 

b. tutáteleshile  [tʰutʰáteleʃile] /tʰʊ-tʰaː-á-tʰelex-ile/ we did not cook 

       1PL-NEG-PST3-cook-ANT   

Verb stems of all types create minimal pairs of this type. 

Secondly, the affirmative present anterior and affirmative far past perfective form a tonal minimal 

pair when the subject concord morphemes containing the vowel /-a/: 

(26)  

a. ateleshile  [atʰeleʃíle]  /a-tʰelex-ile/  he has cooked 

       3SG-cook-ANT 

b. áteleshile  [átʰeleʃile]  /a-á-tʰelex-ile/  he cooked 

       3SG-PST3-cook-ANT   

Finally, the irregular verb ‘to be’ distinguishes between near past perfective and far past perfective 

by tone alone: 

(27)  

a. naamɨle [naːmɪĺe] /ɪN-amaː-β-ile/  I was 

     1SG-PST2-be-ANT 

b. náamɨle [nâːmɪle] /ɪN-á-β-ile/   I was 

     1SG-PST3-be-ANT   

As shown in the examples above, the decision was made to use a tone mark in the orthography for 

the far past perfective. By using a tone mark for this verb form, all three types of minimal pairs are 

distinguished in the orthography. It was felt that this was important as the verb forms involved in the 

minimal pairs occur frequently and are not necessarily disambiguated by context. 

Although not all far past perfective verb forms create minimal pairs with other verb forms, it was 

decided to use the tone mark in all forms, for the sake of consistency and to simplify the rule for the 

writer. Several different tone marks were initially discussed and it was felt that the acute accent was 

the best option as it was simple and visually represented an upward movement from left to right, 

which fit intuitively with the concept of high tone. The placement of the high tone mark coincides 

with the placement of the high tone itself. In affirmative verb forms, the high tone is on the vowel in 

the first syllable in the word and in negative verb forms, it is on the vowel in the second syllable in 

the world. Thus the tone mark can be taught both as a grammatical mark which is associated with a 
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specific verb form and as phonological mark which is associated with the syllable carrying the high 

tone. 

4. Morphophonology 

4.1 Consonants   

The principle of writing changes to segments at the word level is followed. In the case of consonants, 

these changes can occur to root-initial or prefix-initial /x/, /β/, /l/, /j/ and /w/ when they are prefixed 

with /N-/, which is either part of the first person singular subject or object morpheme or the class 9 

or 10 noun prefix: 

(28)  

a. ɨnhambakʉ [ɪ ́n haᵐbakʰʊ]  /ɪ-N-xaᵐbakʰʊ/ bull   -khambakʉ 

b. imbiibhi [iᵐbîːβi]  /ɪ-N-βiːβi/  sin   -bhiibhi 

c. ɨndongo [ɪⁿdôːᵑɡo]  /ɪ-N-loːᵑɡo/  language  -longo 

d. ɨnjokha [ɪ ̂ː ⁿdʒoxa]  /ɪ-N-joxa/  snake   -yokha 

e. inguganile [iᵑgúganíle]  /iN-wʊ-ɡan-ile/ I have loved it -wʉ (14OBJ) 

      1SG-14-love-ANT 

No changes of this kind have been noted at the phrase level in Malila. 

Further changes to consonants at the word level can be seen at the morpheme boundary before the 

/i/, /ɪ/, /e/ or /u/ vowel of certain grammatical morphemes. These changes are written according to 

pronunciation, as exemplified below: 

(29)  

a. laji  [ladʒí]  /laɡ-i/   say goodbyeǃ (pl. sbj.) -lag- 

      say.goodbye-FV 

b. atwinshe [atʰʷîːⁿʃe]  /a-tʰʷiːⁿh-e/  he should sweat  -twinh- 

      3SG-sweat-FV 

c. uwulisu [uwúlisu]  /ʊ-wʊ-litʰ-u/  tiredness   -lit- 

d. umupaafi [umupâːfi]  /ʊ-mʊ-pʰaːpʰ-i/ parent    -paap- 
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4.2 Vowels 

4.2.1 Vowel harmony 

Malila has both ATR vowel harmony and vowel height harmony (see Kutsch Lojenga 2009 for further 

detail). Leftward spreading ATR vowel harmony can be seen in augments and noun class prefixes, 

subject and object prefixes and tense prefixes, when the root contains a [+ATR] high vowel. Leftward 

spreading ATR vowel harmony is also triggered by certain suffixes. Both these processes are illustrated 

below: 

(30)  

a. ɨshɨpʉngo [ɪʃɪpʰʊ̂ːᵑɡo]  /ɪ-ʃɪ-pʰʊːᵑɡo/  shoulder    

b. tʉkhalɨla [tʰʊxálɪla]  /tʰʊ-xa-lɪl-a/  and we cried  

      1PL-NAR-cry-FV   

c. ishifubha [ɪʃ́ifuβa]  /ɪ-ʃɪ-fuβa/  chest    

d. tukhafikha [tʰuxáfixa]  /tʰʊ-xa-fix-a/  and we arrived 

      1PL-NAR-arrive-FV  

e. umusiibhi [umusîːβi]  /ʊ-mʊ-sɪːβ-i/  thinker 

f. ulilile  [ulilíe]  /ʊ-lɪl-ile/  you have cried 

      2SG-cry-ANT 

Examples (a) and (b) illustrate words in which the underlying [-ATR] vowel quality of all the 

morphemes surfaces. Examples (c) and (d) illustrate comparable words in which the [+ATR] vowel 

quality of the root spreads leftwards to the prefixes. Examples (e) and (f) contain [-ATR] roots which 

surface with [+ATR] vowels because the words have [+ATR] suffixes which trigger vowel harmony. 

These processes take place at the level of the phonological word and therefore the surface quality of 

the vowel is always written. In some contexts this phonological word extends over two orthographic 

words: 

(31)  

a. mu nyumba [múɲuːᵐba]  /mʊ N-juːᵐba/ in the house 

b. ilyi nyumba [ilʲíɲuːᵐba]  /ɪlʲa i-N-juːᵐba/ of the house 

c. ni nyumba [níɲuːᵐba]  /na N-juːᵐba/ and the house    

Writers seem more likely to make vowel harmony mistakes in these contexts than when the harmony 

extends over a single orthographic word. The associative, as shown in (b), is particularly problematic 

as Malila speakers can be unsure about how they would most naturally pronounce the vowels, 
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particularly if the word following the associative is a loanword or if several non-high vowels are found 

before a final /i/ or /u/. For the sake of consistency, where there was doubt in phrases of such kind, 

the usual rule was always followed. 

When a locative is followed by a phrase introduced by an associative, a relative pronoun or negative 

te, there is free variation in whether these words block vowel harmony extending from the noun or 

verb to the locative. For the sake of consistency and simplicity, the decision was made to always write 

the underlying form of the locative in such environments: 

(32)  

a. kʉ bhe bhegiine  [kʰʊ βe βeɡǐːne]  for those who have married each other 

b. kʉ zya Yeesu   [kʰʊ zʲa jêːsu]  about Jesus 

c. kʉ bhe te Bhayahuudi [kʰʊ βe tʰe βajahûːdi] for those who are not Jews 

 

Vowel height harmony is present in verb extensions. As this process takes place at the word level, 

again the surface quality of the vowel is always written. Thus, as shown below, the applicative 

morpheme, which has the underlying form /-ɪl/, can be written as <-il>, <-ɨl> or <-el>: 

(33)  

a. kuviitila [kʰuvǐːtʰila]  to be angry about 

b. kʉsʉjɨla [kʰʊsʊd́ʒɪla]  to tend for 

c. kʉbhombela [kʰʊβǒːᵐbela] to work for 

4.2.2 Adjacent vowels of different quality 

The orthographic occurrence of two adjacent vowels of different quality in native Malila words is 

limited to sequences of <ie>, <ia>, <io>, <ɨe>, <ɨa> and <ɨo> after <n>: 

(34) 

a. umubhinie [úmuβinʲe]  /ʊ-mʊ-βin-ɪ-a/  you should nurse him 

      2SG-3SG-nurse-CAUS-FV 

b. kubhinia [kʰuβínʲa]  /kʰʊ-βin-ɪ-a/   to nurse 

      15-nurse-CAUS-FV 

c. bhanionjile [βanʲoⁿdʒíle] /βa-nioⁿdʒ-ile/  they have strangled 

      3PL-strangle-ANT 

d. ʉmʉponɨe [ʊ́mʊpʰonʲe]  /ʊ-mʊ-pʰon-ɪ-e/  you should heal him 

      2SG-3SG-heal-CAUS-FV 
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e. kʉponɨa [kʰʊpʰónʲa]  /kʰʊ-pʰon-ɪ-a/  to heal 

      15-heal-CAUS-FV 

f. ɨshɨnɨongo [ɪʃɪnʲôːᵑɡo]  /ɪ-ʃɪ-nɪoːᵑɡo/   steering wheel, rudder   

g. kʉtoonya [kʰʊtʰôːɲa]  /kʰʊ-tʰoːɲ-a/   to rain 

      15-rain-FV 

Writing the vowel sequence in (a-f) both reflects speaker perception regarding pronunciation and also 

ensures that there is no orthographic confusion with a palatal nasal, as shown in (g) for the sake of 

comparison. 

Other combinations of adjacent vowels are possible in loanwords, as is shown in section 6. 

4.2.3 Augments 

Malila nouns have an augment of a single vowel which occurs in certain grammatical contexts and not 

in others. Associatives may also have an initial vowel and its presence depends in some cases on the 

semantics of the phrase and in others on the grammatical context, but is also sometimes a matter of 

free variation. The two examples below have an augment on the first noun, but not on the second. 

Example (a) has an augment on the associative and example (b) does not: 

(35)  

a. ishitaabu ɨsha mukuwi [iʃitʰâːbu ɪʃ́a mukʰúwi] the book of the prophet 

b. ishaakulya sha bhaana [iʃaːkʰúlʲa ʃá βaːna]  the food of the children 

The orthographic rule for the augment is simply to write it wherever it occurs.  

5. Word boundaries 

5.1 Conjunctions 

The conjunction ‘and, with’ in Malila has the underlying form /na/ and may be realised as /na/, /nʊ/, 

/nu/, /nɪ/ or /ni/, depending on the context in which it occurs: 

(36)  

a. na minzi  [námiːⁿzi]  and water (cl. 6) 

b. nʉ mwana  [nʊ́mʷaːna]  and child (cl. 1) 

c. nu mupaafi  [numupʰâːfi]  and parent (cl. 1) 

d. nɨ zʉbha  [nɪ ̂ː zʊβa]  and sun (cl. 5) 

e. ni ntemu  [nîːⁿtʰemu]  and axe (cl. 9) 
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The decision was made to write the vowel according to its surface pronunciation and to write it 

disjunctively from the following word. It is not possible, even in slow and careful speech, to pronounce 

both the underlying conjunction vowel and the vowel of the following word (*[na ámiːⁿzi], *[na 

ʊ́mʷaːna], etc). 

The conjunction is analysed as a clitic as it has the grammatical properties of a word, but is 

phonologically part of the word it precedes. As such, the option of linking it to the following word by 

means of a punctuation mark was considered as an option, as in <na-minzi>, <n-aminzi>, 

<nʉ’mwana> or <n’ʉmwana>, for example. This was not preferred as it was felt that adding a 

punctuation mark unnecessarily complicated the orthography. Also, nouns occur without their 

augments in other contexts (such as after an associative or in a vocative construction) and therefore 

readers are accustomed to recognising the word shape of a noun without its augment. The option of 

writing the conjunction and the following word as one orthographic word was rejected as it did not 

give sufficient prominence to the conjunction and was too similar visually to the noun without the 

conjunction. 

Note that the disjunctive writing of the conjunction /na/ holds even when it is used with a copula 

to convey the meaning ‘be with’ or ‘have’: 

(37)  

a. alɨ na minzi  [álɪ námiːⁿzi]   he has water 

b. bháamɨle ni nswi [βâːmɪle nîːⁿsʷi]  they had fish 

Class 5 nouns with a consonant-initial root are problematic for the disjunctive writing of /na/ as 

writing a CV shape for the conjunction means that the bare root is left as a single orthographic word: 

(38)  

a. ni zibha [nîːziβa]  and milk 

b. nɨ taawa [nɪt́ʰaːwa]  and name 

Although this option is not ideal, it was preferred to the conjunctive option, which would have 

introduced vowel length issues (*<nizibha> or *<niizibha>?) and obscured the status of the 

conjunction as a separate grammatical word. The option of writing the underlying form, as in *<na 

izibha>, was rejected as it is not possible to pronounce the words in this way even when speaking 

slowly and carefully. The idea of writing *<ni izibha> was also rejected as Malila speakers felt that 

people would mistakenly add a glottal stop between the two words. Note also that this pronunciation 

is correct for a loanword from Swahili, which is therefore written in this way: 

(39)  
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a. nu inge [nuʔîːᵑɡe]  and scorpion 

b. ni inge [niʔîːᵑɡe]  and scorpions 

 

There are two categories of exceptions to the rule for writing the conjunction /na/. These categories 

are personal pronouns and demonstratives: 

(40)  

a. nɨɨne  [nɪːné] with me  cf.  ɨne  [ɪ ̌ː ne]  I 

b. nɨɨwe  [nɪːwé] with you (sg.) cf. ɨwe  [ɪ ̌ːwe]  you (sg.) 

c. nawo  [náwo] with him  cf. *wo 

d. nɨɨtwe  [nɪːtʰʷé] with us  cf. ɨtwe  [ɪː̌tʰʷe] we 

e. nɨɨmwe [nɪːmʷé] with you (pl.) cf. ɨmwe  [ɪ ̌ːmʷe] you (pl.) 

f. nabho  [náβo] with them  cf. *bho 

g. nalyo  [nálʲo]  with it (cl. 5)  cf. *lyo 

h. nasho  [náʃo]  with it (cl. 7)  cf. *sho 

i. nʉʉla  [nʊ̂ːla] and that (cl. 1) cf. ʉla  [ʊ̂ːla]  that (cl. 1) 

j. nɨɨvwo [nɪ ̌ː vʷo] and these (cl. 8) cf. ɨvwo  [ɪ ̌ː vʷo]  these (cl. 8) 

k. na gaala [na ɡâːla] and those (cl. 6) cf. gaala  [ɡâːla]  those (cl. 6) 

The disjunctive option was rejected for the combination of /na/ and personal pronoun. Writing, for 

example, *<nɨ ne> and *<nɨ we>, was rejected as it creates an orthographic word after the 

conjunction which has a different meaning (<ne> ‘I am’, <we> ‘you (sg.) are’, <twe> ‘we are’, 

<mwe> ‘you (pl.) are’) or is not an independent word (*<wo>, *<bho>, *<lyo>, *<sho>). The 

option of writing, for example, *<nɨ ɨne> and *<nɨ ɨwe>, was rejected as it gave the misleading 

impression that the vowels either side of the space should be pronounced individually, rather than as 

a single lengthened vowel.  

The combination of the conjunction /na/ and a vowel-initial demonstrative results in a 

pronunciation which does not facilitate disjunctive writing (i-j), for the same reasons given above. In 

contrast, before a consonant-initial demonstrative, disjunctive writing is possible (k). 

The behaviour of the conjunction /na/ ‘and’ before words is the same as that of /ǎːⁿza/ ‘like’ in the 

same contexts and therefore the same orthographic decisions regarding word boundaries have been 

made: 

(41)  

a. anzʉ mwana [aⁿzʊḿʷaːna] like a child  cf.  ʉmwana [ʊ́mʷaːna] child 
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b. anzɨɨne [aⁿzɪːné] like me  cf. ɨne  [ɪ ̌ː ne]  I 

c. anzʉʉnʉ [aⁿzʊːnʊ́] like this (cl. 1) cf. ʉnʉ  [ʊ̂ːnʊ]  this (cl. 1) 

d. ɨnzɨɨga [ɪⁿzɪːɡá] like these (cl. 6) cf. ɨga  [ɪ ̂ː ɡa]  this (cl. 6) 

e. anza ziniizi [ǎːⁿza zíniːzi] like these (cl. 10) cf. ziniizi  [zíniːzi] these (cl. 10) 

f. anza wʉneewe  like he himself cf.  wʉneewe [wʊ́něːwe] he himself 

 [ǎːⁿza wʊńěːwe] 

g. anza weene [aⁿzawěːne] like him  cf. ʉweene [ʊ́wěːne] he 

h. anza bheene [aⁿzaβěːne] like them  cf. abheene [áβěːne] they 

When /ǎːⁿza/ precedes a noun, the /a/ vowel is replaced with the augment of the noun and the two 

words are written disjunctively, as in (a), although the tone pattern suggests the two grammatical 

words form one phonological word. When /ǎːⁿza/ precedes a first or second person pronoun or a 

vowel-initial demonstrative, the resulting form is written conjunctively (b-d). (Note the unexpected 

tone patterns.) When /ǎːⁿza/ or precedes a consonant-initial demonstrative or pronoun, the resulting 

form is written disjunctively (e-h). Note that the third person singular pronoun loses its initial vowel 

in this context (g) and behaves like a consonant-initial word. The third person plural pronoun (h) is 

treated the same, although as its initial vowel is /a/, it is possible that it has not been lost but rather 

replaced the final vowel of the preceding word. 

Note that in contrast to the behaviour described above, the phonologically similar /ɪ ̌ː ᵑɡa/ ‘if, in 

order that’ always retains its final vowel, regardless of what follows, and therefore is always written 

disjunctively as <ɨnga>. 

5.2 Locatives 

Malila has three locative clitics: /pʰa/, /kʰʊ/ (realised as [kʰʊ] or [kʰu]) and /mʊ/ (realised as [mʊ] 

or [mu]). These morphemes are phonologically identical to the noun class prefixes for classes 16, 17 

and 18 respectively, but functionally and grammatically different: 

(42)  

a. apantʉ pamu  [apʰâːⁿtʰu pʰámu]  a certain place (cl. 16) 

b. ukuzelu kwakwe  [úkʰuzelukʰʷâːkʰwe] his white place (cl. 17) 

c.  umwilu mwabho  [úmʷilumʷâːβo]  their dark place (cl. 18) 

d. pa shɨtʉndʉ shaanɨ  [pʰáʃɪtʰʊⁿdʊʃâːnɪ]  at my basket (cl. 7) 

e. kʉ makha gooni  [kʰʊːmáxa ɡôːni]  by what strength (cl. 6) 

f. mu lyina liila  [mulʲîna lîːla]  in that hole (cl. 5) 
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Examples (a-c) show how nouns in classes 16, 17 and 18 behave with respect to agreement. As 

expected, class agreement is shown on the possessive determiner. Similarly, in examples (d-f), the 

possessive determiner agrees with the noun class. This agreement holds even when the noun is 

preceded by a locative. It is thus clear whether the morphemes /pʰa/, /xʊ/ and /mʊ/ are noun class 

prefixes or locative clitics, both because of the difference in agreement on the possessive determiner 

and because the prefixes attach to bound noun stems (a-c) and the clitics precede nouns already 

containing a class prefix (d-f). 

The phrase-level function of the locative is also clear from examples (d-f) above. The locative 

function extends over not just the following noun, but also over its modifier, i.e. over the noun phrase 

as a whole. The locative is pronounced as a single phonological word with the following noun and 

together with its phrase-level grammatical function, this argues for its analysis as a clitic. 

Writing the locative with a joining punctuation mark was rejected as introducing unecessary 

symbols into the language. The original preference of the Malila writers was to write the locatives 

conjunctively, as <pashɨtʉndʉ shaanɨ> ‘at my basket’, for example. After some years, this decision 

was changed to a disjunctive rule as the writers became more experienced and began to see the 

desirability of maintaining a consistent representation of words with the same reference. Thus 

<(ɨ)shɨtʉndʉ> is always the representation of ‘basket’, regardless of the grammatical context in which 

it occurs. 

Note that if a demonstrative does not agree with the class of the noun, it does not modify it, but 

functions pronominally: 

(43)  

a. mwɨ tata muula  [mʷɪ ̌ː tʰatʰa mûːla]  in the bush (cl. 5) there (cl. 18) 

b. mwɨ tata liila  [mʷɪ ̌ː tʰatʰa lîːla]  in that bush (cl. 5) 

Examples (43a-b) also illustrate the difficulty associated with class 5 nouns with a consonant-initial 

root. The /i/ or /ɪ/ vowel which precedes these noun roots is not elided after a locative clitic and 

either replaces the clitic vowel (cl. 16, shown in (a)) or causes glide formation (cl. 17 and 18, shown 

in (b-c)): 

(44)  

a. pi zibha [pʰîːziβa]  at the milk 

b. kwi lomu [kʰʷiːlomu]  with the mouth  

c. mwɨ taawa [nɪt́ʰaːwa]  in the name 
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The disjunctive writing of the locative means that the bare root is left as a single orthographic word. 

As described in relation to the behaviour of class 5 nouns with consonant-initial root following the 

conjunction /na/ (see example (38)), this situation is not ideal. However it was preferred to the 

conjunctive option, which would have introduced vowel length issues (*<pizibha> or 

*<piizibha>?) and obscured the status of the clitic as a separate grammatical word. The option of 

writing the underlying form, as in *<pa izibha>, was rejected as it is not possible to pronounce the 

words in this way even when speaking slowly and carefully. The idea of writing *<pi izibha> was 

also rejected as Malila speakers felt that people would mistakenly add a glottal stop between the two 

words. Note also that this pronunciation is correct for a loanword from Swahili (following the pattern 

seen for conjunctions and loanwords in (39)) and therefore phrases of this kind are written accordingly: 

(45)  

a. mu ikuulu [muʔikʰûːlu]  in the palace 

b. ku inge [kʰuʔîːᵑɡe]  on the scorpion 

Note that writing locatives disjunctively means that they contrast with prefixes of the same shape 

from other classes: 

(46)  

a. kʉ makha [kʰʊːmáxa]  by strength (cl. 17 locative, cl. 6 noun) 

b. kʉmala [kʰʊ̌ː mala]  to finish (cl. 15) 

c. mu minzi [múmiːⁿzi]  in the water (cl. 18 locative, cl. 6 noun) 

d. mumanyizyi [mumaɲízʲi]  teacher (cl. 1) 

There are two main categories of exceptions to the rule of writing locatives disjunctively. The first 

is that the locative is written together with the following word if the meaning of the whole is idiomatic. 

The second is that the conjunctive option is used when the disjunctive option would result in a form 

following the locative which has no meaning in isolation (although perhaps it once did): 

(47)  

a. kukwilu [kʰúkʰʷiːlu]  in secret cf. ukwilu blackness 

b. Pamʉlʉngʉ [pʰamʊlʊ̂ːᵑɡʊ] Sunday cf. Mʉlʉngʉ God 

c. pamwanya [pʰámʷaːɲa]  up  cf.  ɨmwanya heaven 

d. kʉnongwa [kʰʊńoːᵑɡʷa]  because cf. ɨnongwa news, case 

e. kʉkwɨtʉ [kʰʊkʰʷɪ ̂ː tʰʊ]  to us  cf.  kwɨtʉ  our (cl. 15) 

f. pamiiso [pʰámiːso]  in front cf.  amiiso  eyes 

g. kumiiso [kʰúmiːso]  in the face cf.  amiiso  eyes 
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h. kumiiso kʉkhalamaga  

[kʰúmiːso kʰʊxalámaɡa]  he was shining in the face 

i. pamiiso ga Mʉlʉngʉ  

[pʰámiːso ɡamʊlʊ̂ːᵑɡʊ]  in front of God 

j. pamiiso pa Mʉlʉngʉ  

[pʰámiːso pʰamʊlʊ̂ːᵑɡʊ]  in front of God 

k. paasɨ  [pʰâːsɪ]  down  cf. *asɨ, *sɨ  (ɨnsɨ  country) 

Examples (a-g) illustrate the first category of exception as they have idiomatic meanings. Note that 

the subject agreement in (h) is class 17 and therefore /kʰúmiːso/ is being treated as a class 17 noun 

rather than a class 6 noun with a class 17 locative prefix.  However, this is not always the case for 

examples of this kind, as can be seen in (i-j), where the agreement of the associative can be class 6 or 

16. Example (k) illustrates the second category of exception as removing the locative results in a form 

which has no meaning in isolation, although is assumed to have derived from one, as indicated. 

A third category of exception comprises examples which have a literal meaning and are clearly 

composed of a locative clitic plus a noun which currently has meaning in isolation, but are considered 

indivisible orthographically by speakers: 

(48)   

a. kwɨsyɨla ɨlya sʉmbɨ  [kʰʷɪsʲɪ ̂ː la ɪĺʲa sʊ̂ː ᵐbɪ]  to the other side of the lake 

b. kwɨsyɨla kwa sʉmbɨ  [kʰʷɪsʲɪ ̂ː la kʰwa sʊ̂ːᵐbɪ] to the other side of the lake 

c. ɨsyɨla ɨlyamwabho  [ɪsʲɪː̂la ɪlʲámʷǎːβo]  the other side 

d. kʉwandɨlo   [kʰʊwǎːⁿdɪlo]   at the beginning 

e. ʉwandɨlo ʉwa  [ʊwǎːⁿdɪlo ʊ́wa]  the beginning of 

f. kʉlʉbhazʉ   [kʰʊlʊ́βazʊ]   at the side 

g. ʉlʉbhazʉ lwakwe  [ʊlʊ́βazu lʷâːkʷe]  his side 

h. palʉkɨndɨ   [pʰalʊkʰɪ ̂ː ⁿdɪ]   in public 

For some of the words that fall into this category, the reason for the mother tongue perception of them 

as single orthographic words may be due to the fact that the word is changing from a phrase consisting 

of a locative clitic and a noun to being reanalysed as a preposition. Examples (a-b) support this view 

as /kʰʷɪsʲɪːla/ ‘to the other side’ allows two agreement options (possibly with a slightly different 

meaning, depending on the context). In (a) the agreement is consistent with the interpretation of 

/kʰʷɪsʲɪːla/ as a phrase in (b) it is consistent with its interpretation as a preposition. In (c) we see 

/kʰʷɪsʲɪːla/ without the locative clitic and it behaves as a class 5 noun, as expected. 
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For other examples, the reluctance of mother tongue speakers to separate the locative clitic is 

perhaps because these examples are more commonly found with the locative clitic than without it, as 

in (d) and (f). Although (e) and (g) clearly show how the forms without the clitic exist as independent 

words and have normal agreement properties, mother tongue speakers feel (d) and (f) should be 

written conjunctively. 

This third category of exceptions to the rule of writing locatives disjunctively is more problematic 

than the first two categories illustrated in (47). The boundaries of this third category are more fluid 

and dependent on individual speaker interpretation. 

It is possible (though rare in our data) to double a locative clitic before a noun, as in the following 

examples: 

(49)  

a. papa shilozu   [pʰapʰaʃílozu]  right there at the desert 

b. kʉkʉ nsɨ ɨya Moabu  [kʰʊkʰʊ̂ːⁿsɪ ɪj́a móabu]  right at the country of Moab 

c. mumu nyumba  [mumúɲuːᵐba]  right in the house 

As shown, the decision was made to write the doubled clitic as one word. 

5.3 Copula 

The decision was made to write the copula as a separate word from what follows because it has the 

grammatical status of an independent word and because the following word is able to exist in isolation 

from the copula.10 However, the close connection between the copula and the following word can be 

seen in the vowel harmony and tone pattern phenomena exhibited. Another reason for separating the 

copula is to maintain distinctiveness from some superficially similar but structurally different forms, 

as will be seen in (51) below. (50) gives examples of the disjunctive writing of the copula: 

(50)  

a. ʉweene wu Kilisiti  [ʊwêːne wukʰilísitʰi] he is indeed the Christ 

b. wu naanu   [wúnaːnu]   who is it? 

c. liniili lye shɨlolesyo  [líniːli lʲeʃɪlolésʲo]  this is indeed a sign 

d. ɨtwe twe bhinji  [ɪ ̌ː tʰʷe tʰʷéβiːᶮdʒi]  we are many 

e. abhantʉ bhe te bhabhinu [aβâːⁿtʰʊ βe tʰêː βáβinu] people who are not ill 

                                                 
10 Proximal demonstratives take a consonant-initial form after a copula, e.g. <shi shiishi> /ʃiʃiːʃí/ ‘it is this (cl. 7)’, 

rather than the normal vowel-initial form (for class 7, <ishi>). The consonant-initial form of the demonstrative occurs 

in other grammatical contexts, such as after an associative, e.g. <bha shiishi> /βaʃîːʃi/ ‘of (cl. 2) this/now (cl. 7)’. 
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f. kʉ kʉtɨ   [kʰʊkʰʊ́tʰɪ]   it is that 

g. bha bhaala   [βaβaːlá]   they are those 

h. ɨwe te we Kilisiti  [ɪ ̌ːwe tʰêː wé kʰilísitʰi] are you not the Christ? 

i. ɨne ne ne Kilisiti  [ɪ ̌ː ne ne né kʰilísitʰi]  I am indeed the Christ 

These examples can be contrasted with pronominal forms and demonstratives in which similar 

segments are not written as separate words: 

(51)  

a. nʉneene  [nʊńěːne]  I myself 

b. wʉneewe  [wʊ́něːwe]  you (sg.) yourself 

c. tʉneetwe  [tʰʊńěːtʰʷe]  we ourselves 

d. te twetwe  [tʰêː tʰʷêːtʰʷe] not us 

e. wʉwʉʉla  [wʊ́wʊːla]  that very one (cl. 1 or 3) 

f. bhabhaala  [βáβaːla]  those very ones (cl. 2) 

g. ɨne ne neene  [ɪ ̌ː ne ne nêːne] it is indeed me 

h. ɨwe wʉmʉlʉʉjɨ [ɪ ̌ːwe wʊmʊ́lʊ̌ː dʒɪ] you barren person 

5.4  Associatives 

The associative is written disjunctively from the following word: 

(52)  

a. ʉmwana ʉwa mupaafi [ʊ́mʷaːna ʊẃamupʰâːfi] the parent’s child 

b. ulusinda ulwi mpenga [úlusiːⁿda úlʷiᵐpʰěːᵑɡa] the rat (type)’s tail 

c. uwinza ʉwa minzi  [úwiːⁿza ʊwámiːⁿzi]  the goodness of the water 

d. apa kʉgona   [apʰakʰʊ́ɡona]  sleeping place (lit. ‘of’+‘to sleep’) 

The noun which follows the associative occurs without an augment, except if it comes from class 5, 9 

or 10. In nouns of these classes, the /a/ is elided and replaced by the /ɪ/ or /i/ of the noun augment, 

as in (b) above, in which the second noun is from class 9. As shown, the rule of writing the associative 

disjunctively is still followed in these cases. 

There are some nouns which are derived from an associative and a following infinitive verb or 

adverb. In these cases the associative is written together with what follows as the construction 

functions as a regular noun, as in examples (a-b) below: 

(53)  

a. ishaakulya   [iʃaːkʰúlʲa]   food (lit. ‘of’+‘to eat’) 
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b. uwanalyoli   [uwanalʲôːli]   truth (lit. ‘of’+‘truly’) 

c. uwukuwi ʉwa nalyoli [uwukʰúwi ʊ́wa nalʲôːli] true prophecy  

Note that examples (b-c) show how in this way the orthography distinguishes between a noun 

containing an associative and a noun preceded by an associative.  

If the associative is preceded by a locative clitic, the two words are written disjunctively: 

(54)  

a. ɨmanyɨzyo kʉ zya mʉlakha [ɪmaɲɪźʲo kʰʊ́zʲa mʊláxa] teaching about anger 

b. kʉ zyɨ taawa lyanɨ   [kʰʊzʲɪt́ʰawalʲâːnɪ]  because of my name 

5.5 Person marking 

A morpheme showing person agreement can attach before the class prefix of a noun: 

(55)  

a. ɨne numufinjile  [ɪ ̌ː ne númufiᶮdʒile] I the holy one 

b. ɨwe wʉmʉlʉʉjɨ  [ɪ ̌ːwe wʊmʊ́lʊ̌ː dʒɪ] you barren person 

c. tubhasundikwa  [tʰúβasuːⁿdikʰʷa] we apostles 

d. ɨmwe mʉbhanholo bhɨɨtʉ mʉ lwɨtɨko  

[ɪ ̌ːmʷe mʊβáːⁿholo βɪ ̂ː tʰʊ mʊlʷɪ ̌ː tʰɪkʰo]  you (pl.) our brothers in the faith 

It was felt that these morphemes need to be written conjunctively with the following noun. Note that 

this is helpful in the case of the first person singular, second person singular and second person plural 

forms as it removes any potential ambiguity with the conjunction /nʊ/, the copula /wʊ/ and class 18 

locative clitic /mʊ/ respectively, which are all written disjunctively: 

(56)  

a. ɨne nu mʉshɨ waanɨ  [ɪ ̌ː ne nʊ́mʊʃɪ wâːnɪ] I and my wife 

b. UYeesu wʉ Mwene  [ujêːsu wʊmʷêːne] Jesus is Lord 

c. ɨmwe mʉ lwɨtɨkho   [ɪ ̌ːmʷe mʊlʷɪ ̌ː tʰɪxo] you in the faith 

5.6 Reduplication 

Reduplicated non-verbs are written disjunctively if the meaning of the whole is clearly related to the 

meaning of the reduplicated element and conjunctively otherwise: 

(57) 

a.  weeka weeka  [wêːkʰa wêːkʰa] one by one 
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b. kwonti kwonti [kʰʷôːⁿtʰi kʰʷôːⁿtʰi] everywhere 

c. nɨɨgo nɨɨgo  [nɪ ̌ː ɡo nɪ ̌ː ɡo]  various (cl. 6) 

d. bhʉlɨɨbhʉlɨ  [βʊlɪ ̌ː βʊlɪ]  what sort? (bhʉlɨ is an interrogative particle) 

Reduplicated verb stems are written with a hyphen: 

(58) 

a.  akhanda kʉzyʉngʉʉla-zyʉngʉʉla   

[axâːⁿda kʰʊzʲʊᵑɡʊ́lazʲʊᵑɡʊ̂ː la]  he started to go around and around 

b. atakʉgalʉnhana-galʉnhana   

[atʰákʰʊɡalʊ́ⁿhanaɡalʊ̌ː ⁿhana]  he doesn’t change 

Writing these forms conjunctively instead would result in very long words and writing them 

disjunctively would mean that the second word had the appearance of an imperative. Therefore using 

a hyphen between the two parts is a good compromise. 

5.7 Compound Words 

Compound words are usually written disjunctively, except when the meaning of the whole is idiomatic 

in some way: 

(59) 

a. ʉmʉbhomba mbombo [ʊ́mʊβoᵐbaᵐbôːᵐbo] worker 

b. abhatʉla nongwa  [aβatʰʊlánoːᵑɡʷa]   sinners 

c. ʉmwene shiizi  [ʊmʷenéʃiːzi]   field owner 

d. abheene nyumba  [aβenéɲuːᵐba]  house owners 

e. abhanashɨkholo  [aβanáʃɪxolo]  relatives (lit. ‘children-clan’) 

Although in terms of tone pattern and vowel length phenomena, all these compound words are treated 

as single phonological words, note that with respect to vowel harmony, there is a clear word break, as 

seen in (c). Example (e) is written conjunctively because its meaning is not literal. 

5.8 Other word boundary issues 

The relative pronoun in Malila is written disjunctively: 

(60) 

a. pe ʉmwantanda weeka [pʰe ʊmʷáⁿtʰaːⁿda wêːkʰa]  then one woman 

b. we abhalaga   [we aβálaɡa]    after saying goodbye to them 
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c. she ámubhuziizye  [ʃe ámuβuziːzʲe]   as he said to him 

In fast speech the /e/ vowel of the relative pronoun is often elided before a vowel-initial following 

word, but writing the slow pronunciation at all times is to be preferred as it avoids orthographic 

ambiguity with other verb forms: 

(61) 

a. we aafikha [we aːfíxa] / [waːfíxa] after he arrived 

b. waafikha [wǎːfixa]   you have arrived 

Similarly, the negative particle <te> is written disjunctively, even when it occurs before a vowel-

initial word and can be pronounced with the /e/ vowel elided: 

(62) 

a. te asɨɨbhe [tʰe asɪ ̂ː βe] / [tʰasɪ ̂ː βe] he will not think 

The following examples both involve the interrogative particle /βʊ́lɪ/, which is written 

disjunctively: 

(63) 

a. kwe kʉtɨ bhʉlɨ [kʰʷe kʰʊ́tʰɪ βʊĺɪ] what does it mean? 

b. yɨtɨlɨ bhʉlɨ   [jɪtʰɪĺɪ βʊ́lɪ]  how (lit. ‘it says what’) 

The examples below show how <sita> ‘without’ is written separately from a following word: 

(64) 

a. sita shɨkholanyo [sitʰa ʃɪxoláɲo] without a sign 

b. sita kʉgeeza  [sitʰa kʰʊɡêːza] without washing 

Note also the following near orthographic minimal pair: 

(65) 

a. ngaweeka [ᵑɡawěːkʰa]  (not) even one 

b. ɨnga weeka [ɪ ̌ː ᵑɡa wěːkʰa] if one 

6. Loan words and foreign names 

Loan words from Swahili and English are written according to how they are most naturally pronounced 

in Malila: 

(66) 

a. ishitaabu [iʃitʰâːbu] book (Sw. kitabu) 
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b. ifalaasi [ifalâːsi] horse (Sw. farasi) 

c. uZakaliya [uzakʰalíja] Zechariah (Sw. Zakaria) 

d. Naazaleti [nǎːzaletʰi] Nazareth (Sw. Nazareti) 

e. Yoolodani [jǒːlodani] Jordan (Sw. Yordani) 

Note that in (d-e) a long vowel occurs in a position which does not include the antepenultimate mora. 

This is not normal for native Malila words, but is perhaps allowed in these loan words because the 

word-final vowel is commonly devoiced and thus not moraic. 

If a loan word has adjacent vowels, Malila sometimes inserts the glide /j/ between the two vowels: 

(67) 

a. aBhafalisaayi [aβafalisâːji] Pharisees (Sw. Mafarisayo) 

b. uMataayi  [umatʰâːji] Matthew (Sw. Mathayo) 

c. Betisayida  [betisájida] Bethsaida (Sw. Bethsaida) 

d. Yudeeya  [judéːja] Judea (Sw. Yudea) 

e.  Samaliya  [samalíja] Samaria (Sw. Samaria) 

f. uMaliya  [umálija] Mary (Sw. Maria) 

g. uGaliyo  [uɡalíjo] Gallio (Sw. Galio) 

h. uKaisaali  [ukʰaisâːli] Caesar (Sw. Kaisari) 

i. Neapooli  [neapʰôːli] Neapolis (Sw. Neapoli) 

j. Midiani  [mídiani] Midian (Sw. Midiani) 

k. uDionisiyo  [udionísijo] Dionysius (Sw. Dionisio) 

l. ʉFalao  [ʊfaláo] Pharaoah (Sw. Farao) 

m. Moabu  [moábu] Moab (Sw. Moabu) 

n. uNaumi  [unáumi] Naomi (Sw. Naomi) 

o. uSimilyoni  [usímilʲoːni] Simeon (Sw. Simeoni) 

Examples (a-g) include a <y>between two vowels which are adjacent in the equivalent Swahili forms. 

The orthographic form reflects the intuitions of Malila speakers. In contrast, examples (h-n) are written 

with adjacent vowels, again reflecting intuition. The general tendency is for <y> to be inserted if the 

second of the otherwise adjacent vowels is word-final (see, for example, both <io> and <iyo> in 

(k)), but there are exceptions (such as in (c), <Betisayida>). Other changes are also possible, such as 

the addition of /lʲ/ between two vowels in (o). 
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7. Capitalisation 

Proper nouns in Malila behave like nouns in most classes in that they carry an augment in most 

grammatical contexts. As this augment is not always present, it was decided to capitalise the first letter 

after the augment in proper nouns. Thus if the noun has a prefix, the capitalised letter is at the start 

of the prefix (a-d). If the noun has no prefix, the capitalised letter is at the start of the root (e-f): 

(68) 

a. ʉMʉmalɨla  [ʊmʊmálɪla]  Malila person 

b. aBhamalɨla  [aβamálɪla]  Malila people 

c. ɨShɨmalɨla  [ɪʃɪmálɪla]  Malila language 

d. ʉWʉmálɨla  [ʊwʊmálɪla]  Malila-ness 

e.  iYelusaleemu  [ijelusalêːmu] Jerusalem 

f. uYookhani  [ujǒːxani]  John 

The augment is not present if the proper noun is part of a vocative or if it follows an associative or a 

locative clitic. If the noun follows the conjunction <na>, the augment replaces the <a> of the 

conjunction. Thus in all these cases the initial letter of the word is capitalised: 

(69) 

a. We Yeesu, ʉnaavwe!  [we jêːsu ʊńaːvʷe]  Jesus, help meǃ 

b. ʉmwana va Alufeeyo [ʊ́mʷaːna wa alufêːjo] son of Alphaeus 

c. ku Yelusaleemu  [kʰujelusalêːmu]  in Jerusalem 

d. nu Yeesu   [nujêːsu]   and Jesus 

If a proper noun occurs at the start of a sentence, the augment (if it is present) is capitalised as well 

as the regular capital letter which follows the augment: 

(70) 

 UYeesu akhalaabha.  [ujêːsu axalâːβa]  Jesus prayed. 

The principles described here also apply when a common noun is capitalised because it is a unique 

referent, or part of a phrase describing a unique referent: 

(71) 

a. iNtumi iNyinza  [îⁿtʰumi íɲiːⁿza]   Good News 

b. ʉMwana wa Muntu  [ʊ́mʷaːna wa mûːⁿtu]  Son of Man 
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For the sake of consistency it was decided that the principle of capitalising the first letter after the 

augment should apply to nouns and adjectives, including when they occur phrase-medially and have 

an augment which is always present, as in example (a). 

8. Free variation 

The following forms are examples of free variation between two pronunciations: 

(72) 

a. khaala ~ khaa  [xâːla ~ xâː]    no 

b. áamɨle ~ áamɨlɨ  [âːmɪle ~ âːmɪlɪ]   he was 

c. kwanzɨwa ~ kwanzɨlwa [kʰʷaⁿzɪẃa ~ kʰwaⁿzɪĺʷa]  to be fitting 

d. anza ~ ɨnza   [ǎːⁿza ~ ɪ ̌ː ⁿza]   like 

e. ɨnge ~ ɨnga ~ anga  [ɪ ̌ː ᵑɡe ~ ɪ ̌ː ᵑɡa] ~ [ǎːᵑɡa]  if 

f. -ɨmvwa ~-ɨvwa  [-ɪᵐvʷa ~ -ɪvʷa]   hear 

g. vɨnɨɨvwo ~ vɨnɨɨvyo  [vɪńɪ ̌ː vʷwo ~ vɪńɪ ̌ː vʲo]  thus 

h. gamu ~ gamo  [ɡámu ~ ɡámo]    certain (cl. 6) 

i. -fumwizye  ~ -fumiizye [-fumʷiːzʲe ~ -fumiːzʲe]   give-ANT 

j. pɨlongolela pa ~ lya ~ ya [pʰɪĺoᵑɡolela pʰa ~ lʲa ~ ja] in front of 

In all these examples, the first pronunciation given above is considered more standard and has been 

used in the translation work. 

9. Punctuation 

In the translation work, the following words and phrases have been followed by a comma when 

occurring sentence-initially: <isiku limo, > ‘one day’ (cf. <isiku limo ɨlyɨ Sabaato> ‘one Sabbath 

day’), <Pɨlongolela,> ‘later’ (cf. <Pɨlongolela pa Yeesu> ‘in front of Jesus’) and the interrogative 

particle <bhʉlɨ,>. This reflects normal intonation. 

<lyoli> ‘but’ and <khabhɨlɨ> ‘again’ are preceded by a comma sentence-medially where they 

start a new clause. 

A comma is not usually placed between two speech verbs describing the same event, as in 

<akhamʉbhʉʉzya akhatɨ> ‘he told him saying’. 
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Appendix 1: Record of orthography meetings 

30th July 2005, Ilembo:  The initial orthography proposal was presented and agreed upon by the 

language committee. 

4th May 2012, Ilembo: Community approval of orthography from language committee. 

Appendix 2: Record of additions and changes to orthography decisions 

2015-04-08 Malila orthography statement 

First version of the document. Put together by Helen Eaton with input from Lukas Mwahalende 

and Juma Mwampamba. 

2016-01-22 Malila orthography statement 

Revisions and additions made after linguistic check of 1 Corinthians.  

Those present during check: Lukas Mwahalende, Juma Mwampamba, Helen Eaton 

Issue Reference Comment 

Writing vowel length in CL 

environments 

(14e-f), 

2.2.3 

Further minimal pair added. 

Short vowels after /j/ (17c), 2.2.4 Example added. 

Imbrication (23c), 2.2.6 Exception added. 

Vowel harmony (32), 4.2.1 Added examples of locative harmonising with 

vowel of non-adjacent words. 

Locatives (47h), 5.2 Further conjunctive exception added. 
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Reduplication (57), 5.6 Added doubt about decision to write reduplicated 

forms conjunctively. 

Other word boundary issues (65), 5.8 Added examples. 

Capitalisation 7 Added tentative rule about capitalisation after 

colon. 

Free variation (74f-g), 8 Examples added. 

 

2018-11-30 Malila orthography statement 

Revisions and additions made after linguistic check of New Testament.  

Those present during check: Lukas Mwahalende, Juma Mwampamba, Helen Eaton 

Issue Reference Comment 

Vowel length in 

imperatives 

(8), 2.2.1 Decision changed to always write underlying stem vowel 

length pattern. 

Vowel length in CL 

environments 

(14), 2.2.3 Decision changed to only write tonal minimal pair distinction 

in two pairs of lexical items and not the class 7 modifiers. 

Vowel length before 

an object and -C- 

root 

(18), 2.2.5 Example added to show rule applies to infinitives as well. 

Vowel length before 

an object and -C- 

root 

(20), 2.2.5 Examples added to show how rule applies in Cw- and 

Cy- contexts. 

Imbrication (23c), 2.6 Vowel length corrected in ‘give’ example. 

Vowel harmony in 

loanwords 

(31), 4.2.1 Comment added to clarify that rule is consistently applied to 

phrases including loanwords, even if pronunciation is 

debatable. 

Vowel harmony 

across three-word 

phrases 

(32), 4.2.1 Decision changed to write underlying vowel quality of class 17 

and 18 locatives, i.e. kʉ/mʉ not ku/mu. 

Loanwords after 

‘and’ 

(39), 5.1 Singular example added for completeness. 

Copula (50-51), 

5.3 

kʉ kʉtɨ no longer an exception to the general rule. Further 

examples added and explanation clarified. 
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Associatives (52-53), 

5.4 

Class 16 no longer an exception so relevant example moved 

from (53) to (52). 

Person marking (56), 5.4 Example of <uyisewo> ‘your father’ removed as not natural 

Malila. Examples added to show how conjunctive person 

marking contrasts with similar morphemes written 

disjunctively. 

Reduplication (57), 5.6 Most reduplicated non-verbs now written disjunctively. 

<bhʉlɨ> (63), 5.8 Decision changed. <bhʉlɨ> now always written disjunctively. 

Capitalisation 7, (72)-

(73) 

Biblical examples of capitalisation removed as more 

comprehensive list found in Malila NT linguistic check 

document. 

Free variation 8, (72) Further examples added and decisions given for which forms 

used in translation work. Example (75) removed as potential 

ambiguity does not occur when new decisions followed. 

Example (76) removed as not relevant to free variation. 

Punctuation 9 Further examples re comma use added. 

 

 


